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WE HAVE ONLY ONE PASSION, THE RISE OF A GREAT NATION 
 



 

About Nirmaan 
 
Nirmaan Organization is a Non Government and Non Profit Organization          

committed to work for poverty free, knowledge powered and economically          

empowered Nation by focusing on providing education and livelihood opportunities          

for underprivileged people. Nirmaan erstwhile My INDIA was started by a group of             

BITSians in the month of Feb, 2005, got registered as NGO on July 12, 2007 at                

Hyderabad. At present, it is operating with around 700 members through 8 chapters             

in four different states.  

 

Nirmaan believes that it’s the fundamental right of every child to get educated and it is the                 

education alone that can bring about a social change. Apart from education, a person also               

needs a livelihood so as to get covered at least his basic needs. So, creation of livelihood                 

opportunities for deserved and motivated but underprivileged unemployed is also a must so             

as to push the growth engine of the economy. Hence, Nirmaan believes that education and               

a livelihood opportunity are the basic necessities that any citizen must get fulfilled so that               

poverty which is a recurring problem doesn’t any more harass the society and therefore              

Nirmaan works to provide such basic necessities of the society. 

Organization Information  
● Founded on 12th February 2005  

● Registered on 12th July 2007 as NPO (Registration no. 1119/07)  

● Donations are 80G exempted  

● 12A certified, FCRA Certified  

● Website : www.nirmaan.org 

● Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nirmaanorg  

● Twitter: https://twitter.com/NirmaanOrg  
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Educational Initiatives 

School Adoption Program  

As part of Nirmaan Educational Initiatives (EI), Nirmaan-Hyderabad (N-Hyd) chapter          

has been working with Kothaguda Zilla Parishad High School (K-ZPHS) and few            

other schools in the Serilingampalli Mandal with a mission to build a working model              

for the development of schools serving underprivileged children on par with           

corporate schools.  

The key objectives of Nirmaan Educational Initiatives: 

● Holistic Development of Child (Academic, Personality) 

● Infrastructure Building & Event Support 

● Development of social leadership through Community 
Interventions an Volunteerism 

Various initiatives: 

Accelerated Learning Program, Exposure Visits, Field Trips and Community         

Initiatives lead by students mainly focuses on building social behavioral skills,           

emotional strength and confidence levels.  

 

Student Clubs, Introduced Clubs for Education, Sports, Culturals, Discipline, Health          

& Hygiene and Community development activities and elected change agents          

(students) + Teacher mentor + Nirmaan Mentor for each club. The efforts resulted in              

initiating 3 clubs Science, Language and Culture (Social) by the students           

themselves. 

 

Celebrating nationally important events as a routine to keep the children intact with             

the roots. Independence Day, Hindi Divas, Child Parliament Children’s Day,          

Teacher’s Day and Republic Day are celebrated with a great enthusiasm, of course             

with immense support and leadership from School Management/ Teachers 
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Clean and Hygienic environment is a fundamental requirement for a good learning            

process. Nirmaan continues to ensure the same at schools under SAP 

Nirmaan Educational Initiatives, in 2014-15 extended to parents and community. 

Children in Accelerated Learning Program are engaged in Community Surveys to 

identify Literacy and Motivation levels on Child Education  

     

Activity based learning - Orgami as a means to teach English and Maths  

     

Scholarships awarded to the regular children to encourage attendance 
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Teachers and Volunteers expanding the awareness on Competitive examinations 

     

       

Telugu Cultural Fest is organized where children dressed in famous historical           

legendary leaders in arts, literature and philosophy. The Children attended Arts and            

Science Fests (Children Theatre Festival, Science Fair) in the city with a never             

before seen spirit of participation. 

      
 
Nirmaan’s unique pilot ‘Accelerated Learning Program’ with ‘Adhya Educational 

Society’ as expert partner has unveiled the imagination of children while keeping 

them aligned to the learning goals (working with 2D - 3D mathematics, Algebra, 

Mensuration and Geometry etc)  
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Nirmaan Scholarship and Mentorship Program (NSMP)  
aims to support academically bright but financially poor students an opportunity to            
complete graduation through partial scholarships and in addition to it, a mentor.            
Philanthropists are coming forward to support underprivileged scholars as an          
expression of love to their beloved parents, dear ones and role models.  
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Skill Development Initiatives (Women and Youth) 

To provide skills and confidence to women from economically backward families and            

help them achieve economic and social independence, “Vocational Training         

Centre” has been developed. To build upon their trained skills and to achieve             

financial sustainability “Entrepreneur Development Centre” has been established.  

 

 

 

 

● Skill Enhancement 

● Income Generation 

● Exposure to entire business life cycle 

 

 

 

● Income Sustenance 

● Develop in Entrepreneurs or Employees  

● Attain rightful Social Empowerment/Status 

Vocational Training Centre(s) is a 3 month training program carried out for women             

from financially constrained families. Women mobilized, can register themselves for          

training programs like Tailoring, Embroidery, Bag Making and Mehendi. The training           
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is carried out on a daily basis by experienced faculty. Nirmaan has trained more than               

350 women in 10 batches till now.  
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Entrepreneur Development Centres (EDC) is a Production Unit established for          

interns (women who has finished/ last 15 days of training) to work on delivering              

products/services demanded & utilized in market. This internship model has been           

designed keeping in mind the three pronged approach of Economic Independence,           
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Skill Enhancement and confidence building all of which are very essential to            

transform themselves into capable entrepreneurs. 

 

The project focuses on incubating 20-25 interns over a period of 6-8 months with a               

variety of skill set. The interns are encouraged to go for marketing of the products,               

procurement of the raw materials, quality check at customer site, etc. All these             

activities are done to give the interns a holistic picture of the business model.              

Nirmaan aims to encourage the budding entrepreneurs by supporting them to have            

access to various facilities in the value chain. 

 

Economic Impact achieved through Entrepreneur Development Center 

Interns at EDC are able to earn on an average Rs 2400 per month and the team is                   

trying to increase this amount up to RS 4000 per month. The interns started by               

earning Rs 800 per month and they have gradually increased their income levels up              

to the current amount. The interns are able to invest this extra income in studies of                

their children, health and other necessities. Nirmaan’s focus is on achieving social            

independence through economic independence.  

 

Monthly Average Income levels at EDC 
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Products & Services Offered: EDC orders include wide range of products ranging            

from petticoats, Night dresses, School frocks, cloth bags, etc. Apart from delivering            

the market orders the staff and interns also work on designing and developing             

different products. The EDC team has come up with a variety of innovative and              

beautiful products which include Laptop sleeves, iPad sleeves, Hand bags of           

different designs, Doormats, Low price go green bags which can be used instead of              

plastic, etc. 
 

Direct Loan Scheme 
 

An important landmark for EDC, the “Direct Loan Scheme” is started in April 2013.              

The scheme helps women who got trained in various vocational skills can approach             

Nirmaan EDC for loan. The Direct Loan Scheme essentially focuses on providing            

monetary support to budding micro-entrepreneurs for the establishment or         

expansion of their enterprise. This scheme emphasizes on the development of           

individual needy persons. The project aims at empowering the Artisans by providing            

the necessary support required for them to establish their own micro-enterprise. 

 

The first loan worth Rs 40,000 was issued to one of our beneficiaries Kushbu who               

runs her own shop of tailoring. With this monetary help she has expanded her              

operations and has bought new machinery and is providing employment to 2            

people.  

 
Objectives: 
 
The Primary objectives of Direct Loan Scheme are  
 

1. Encouragement to Micro-Entrepreneurs  

2. Creating employment opportunities for Artisans 

3. Enhancement of productivity, production levels and service quality 

4. Increasing  income levels of the Artisans 

5. Modernization of process operations  

6. Improving competitive abilities of  Artisans  
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The interns were able to successfully manufacture and deliver the go green cloth             

carry bags for the well known sweet outlet Almond House. The interns were also              

very excited as this task required them to attain and apply new skill of Screen               

printing.  
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Capacity Building Workshops and Empowerment Sessions 

Nirmaan has realized that each of our trainees have dreams but have been curtailed              

by social, economic and domestic constraints. We have interacted one-to-one with           

around 180 women to understand their dreams and charted individual career maps            

to realize the dreams. Sessions are being conducted on Women Empowerment           

focusing on importance of Women Self Help Groups, support welfare schemes by            

Govt., Marketing Techniques by Industry experts and realization of dreams. Nirmaan           

through its regular sessions with the women ensures that the women come out with              

the social problems as faced by them and start looking for solutions through             

counseling and mentoring them. 

In collaboration with The Central Board of Workers Education of the Government            

of India Nirmaan organized workshops on Personality development, Confidence         

building & income generation and issues like importance of education, optimum           

utilization of Resources, Health & Hygiene and Legal Counseling by lawyer.           

Sessions demonstrating making of different consumer goods like Shampoo, Pain          

balm, Detergent are also conducted so that the trainees can manufacture them at             

home and generate some additional income. During the course of the workshop the             

government pays Rs 100 per each day to the attendees as a compensation for their               

daily wages. 
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In collaboration with Google and Facebook, we organized self defense          

workshops for women, where experts taught basic self defense techniques and           

some techniques of the martial art Krav-Maga. The program also focused on the             

type of reaction to different kinds of situations that women encounter on a daily              

basis. Also, as a part of these workshops experts in the respective fields took              

sessions on Financial Planning, Women protection, general awareness, etc. 

In collaboration with Nirmaan Vidya Help Line (VHL) has conducted a career            

workshop for the trainees of VTC, their family members and residents of Anjaiah             

Nagar. The VHL team gave an overview of many career opportunities, job prospects             

and scholarship opportunities to the participants and their families. Many of the            

participants who left their education midway in their childhood due to various            

problems were excited to know that they can continue their education through            

courses like open degree, ITI, etc. The program threw up many positive results and              

both teams are working on integrating it with the curriculum. 
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Nirmaan Youth Employability Initiatives took a step ahead. A skill development 
Center is established with the support of Tech Mahindra Foundation SMART 
Project 
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Social Leadership Initiatives 

   
 
Student Chapters organized Citizen Activism Initiative by calling them for Voter 
Registration, through a camp 
 

  
 
Various fests and activities by BITS Pilani (Pilani, Goa, Hyderabad) campuses 
continued engaging 600+ volunteers impacting children and women.  
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Events & Celebrations - Spreading Smiles 
 

 
 

OASIS, the Annual Event organized by Nirmaan Student Chapter - Hyderabad  
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Volunteer Meetup in Nirmaan Bangalore Chapter  

 
 

 
 

Shri Waheed Ansari (IFS) joined on the auspicious occasion of Independence Day  
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Media Coverage 
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Financial Reports 
 

Link to the Financial Statement for the FY 2014-15 (Assessment Year 2015-16): Here 
 
Please find the snapshots below.  
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A BIG THANK YOU 
 

Nirmaan extends a heart full thanks to all the Patrons, Partners, Donors, Team, Advisors,              

Participants of various projects, for without you this has not been possible. Nirmaan commits              

to continuous learning process through which the projects evolution continues as per the             

social demands at the grass root level. 

  

Special Thanks to all the Volunteers, for your energy continuously gives us a great positive               

push to accomplish our collective mission. We hope your support continues and with all your               

feedback, Nirmaan has had and will continue to reinvent the processes and programs to be a                

potential platform for you to create the Social Change you are waiting for! 
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